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2nd Edition, updated and expanded!You've expanded (to the point where you've traded high-
fashion maternity wear for your husband's XXL T-shirts), answered way too many questions
about your babies' conception, and felt your belly bounce like jelly as your dynamic duo engaged
in a boxing match. And the adventure has only begun!In her first humor-packed guide to raising
twins, Elizabeth Lyons and her ''multiples'' sorority offer the wisdom of their combined
experience in the form of practical shortcuts, real-world strategies, and sage advice.Topics
include:- Preparing the Lair: Mandatory Gear for Babies and Mom- Twinproofing Your Marriage-
Breastfeeding Strategies (and Why It s Okay if You Don t)- Unsolicited Advice: Stories from the
Trenches- Getting Twins on a Schedule Preferably the Same OneLyons balances the day-to-day
challenges of raising twins from double feedings to sleep deprivation to getting out while
pretending everything's under control with a sanity-saving dose of camaraderie. By the end,
you'll be smiling and shouting, ''Thank heaven, I m not alone!''''Elizabeth Lyons' humorous yet
realistic perspective provides new parents of twins with a great starting point from which to
embark on that all-important first year.'' - Dr. Bob Covert, Leading Chicagoland
neonatologist''Elizabeth Lyons captures the universal discourse of sisterhood while guiding new
mothers of twins through the first year.'' - Kathy Voit, RNC, Labor and Delivery nurse

''The advice you need in the short, funny format your sleep-deprived mind can absorb.''- Lisa
Earle McLeod --Forget Perfect''Real-world advice with a healthy dose of humor from a mom of
twins who's been there!'' - Nancy Bowers, RN --The Multiples Pregnancy Sourcebook''Real-
world advice with a healthy dose of humor from a mom of twins who s been there!'' --- Nancy
Bowers, RN, The Multiples Pregnancy Sourcebook"Real-world advice with a healthy dose of
humor from a mom of twins who s been there!" - Nancy Bowers, RN --The Multiples Pregnancy
SourcebookAbout the AuthorElizabeth Lyons lives in Arizona, because it's sunny even on days
when it looks like an F5 tornado hit her home. Even then, she continually coordinates while
consuming vast amounts of chocolate a busy household that includes a heroic husband, a
dramatic daughter, and an indescribable set of twin boys (who now have an energetic younger
brother). Her articles and advice have appeared in the Chicago Tribune, Parenting, Pregnancy,
The Baby Years, First for Women, Blue Suit Mom, Better Home & Gardens, and on numerous
websites.
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Emily Morin, “and I think the best. The humor of it was a relief--it made .... This was the first twins
book I read while pregnant, and I think the best. The humor of it was a relief--it made me feel like
"If she can do it, so can I." Looking back on it now (my twins are now 10 months old), the most
important parts of this book were the sections on what gear do you need two of or can you skip
entirely, and the promotion of joining your local MOMs group. The multiples group in our city has
been an absolute lifesaver for us (we've gotten advice, support, made friends, and gotten great
deals on used gear), and before reading this book I hadn't known that groups like that existed.”

Susie Shopper, “One of the best books I have ever read - about anything!. Maybe it is because I
was really needing good advice and a good laugh when I got this book, but I swear it is one of
the best books I have ever read. It is so well written that I felt like when I was done reading the
author was a best girlfriend. Everything she says is so spot on and down-to-earth that I felt like it
was a breath of fresh air from all the doctor and psychologist written books I had been reading. It
honestly made me laugh out loud, and also made me take a big sigh of relief that I was not going
crazy! The author explains month-by-month what to expect, and gives practical things you can
do to (try to) get through each new phase, while reminding you that it is okay if everything is not
perfect and that "this too shall pass." I don't have a lot of free time right now with two newborn
twins at home, nor am I getting a lot of sleep, but I sacrificed both to read this book, and I still
find myself referring back to it, so that should say something right there.”

Bean, “I love this woman. I really appreciate her sense of humor. She is so realistic. When I read
this for the first time, the parts that really struck me and made me cry were the parts that said it's
ok to use formula. I struggled so much with nursing my daughter and I was terrified to try to
nurse two hungry boys. The fact that I used formula in the hospital as a supplement removed
stress immediately from feeding. I also appreciated her inclusion of her husband. How she said
that you have to make time for "dates." My twins are almost two and that is as true now as it was
then. This was a good pep-talk. I highly recommend it. You won't understand a lot of what she
is saying until your kids are born/older, but she speaks the TRUTH.”

IMartz, “Great knowledge with a laugh!. When I was on bed-rest, pregnant with twins, I had time
to read. I read three books on twins and this was by FAR my favorite. It was full of practical
advice and tips. I liked how the author not only gave her experience, but also shared the
experiences of the other twins moms she met in her multiples class, therefore giving you the
difference options from several multiple moms. I highlighted parts, I laughed (a lot), and I used
her list to help me figure out what to purchase. It read like a conversation with a girlfriend and I
found the whole book wonderful. My twins are now 16 months and I just discovered that she has
a book on raising twin toddlers and I am going to buy right now!”



Courtney, “Didn't scare me. I got about every twin book available (like most people). Being a first
time mom most of them scared me with medical things that granted I need to know all of the
maybes but I wanted a book to give me real life "short cuts"She gave me info that I really plan on
using (the mini fridge) and made me giggle a few times. I gave the book to my mom to read and
she is enjoying it also. I wouldn't just get this book but it is a great book to read in 2 days and
keep around for helpful hints.”

crazydoc, “Easy Read. The best thing I like about this book is that it maintains an enthusiastic
energy throughout. It approaches having twins like an adventure rather than an insurmountable
task. I am a physician so I really appreciate the common sense practical advice. For instance,
the fact that there is a waiting period for getting into the best daycare centers and it is okay to put
ear plugs in, if both babies start screaming together to dull the noise! I liked it so much that I
ordered the sequel "ready or not here we go". It also provides advice about what to buy and
breastfeeding twins.”

Baxter Hunt, “Easy to read practical advice. I really liked this book. It covered a lot of useful
areas, and helps me think I can actually do this (have and raise twins). Some of the advice is
outdated, specifically introduction of solids (you are now supposed to introduce any foods you
want from 4 months on, including eggs and nut based foods, except honey), and using a bumbo
is no longer recommended. The book also could have been more inclusive of different family
structures, as the author almost always assumes there is a husband around. Overall, the book is
helpful, down to earth, reassuring, and supportive of whatever choices a mother makes from
going back to work to breast feeding. I will definitely be referencing this one again and again as
my pregnancy progresses.”

Christine K, “Laughing my way through.. Book came in good condition with a couple old library
stickers. Light hearted look at life with twins with practical advice!”

Gam3rM0M, “Five Stars. Great read for expecting multiples....ready or not... certainly true!”

The book by Frank H. Wu has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 124 people have provided feedback.
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